Rulechanges: We have a few rules changes that we will put forward. We are working on this.

Riflecheck protocol: Gary and John has put together a good product for riflecheck.

Distances men / women? We need different distances for men/women, closer to same competition time. Some would like at least 10 km for men. Others also mean that the courses favour the lower percentages and with shorter distances it makes it easier for the lower percentages. Make sure that the athletes are ready to compete at the world cup level when they come to the competition. Not everybody are supposed to compete at the world cup. We have to look at the classification as well.

New study for next year, the possibility of calculating percentages on the range. For the B- class. How much different is the time for the B1-B2-B3.

Thoughts about when the racing for B class is. They need to focus even more than the others because of the mental impact it has on their performance?
Biathlon should be after CC for the fairness of the competition?
Next meeting: Wednesday 08. April at 6 pm CET.